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Abstract: This paper examines the moral reasoning trends of CEOs (chief executive officers) in the
automotive industry, gauging their relations to ethical behaviors and scandals as well as analyzing the
influence of scandals and other factors on their moral reasoning. For such a purpose, we carried out a
moral reasoning categorization for the top 15 automotive companies in vehicle production in 2017 by
applying Weber’s method to letters written by CEOs for the period 2013–2018. A positive global trend
was observed, with some CEOs reaching high levels, although the evolution was uneven without
clear patterns and, in the light of facts, not sufficient, at least in the short term. We also found evidence
linking the moral reasoning stages with the ethical performance of companies and introduced the
concept “tone ‘into’ the top”, reflecting how CEO moral reasoning can be shaped by the company
and external factors. This paper stresses the importance of considering the moral tone at the top in
relation to company ethical behaviors and the interest of education in business ethics. The outcome is
useful for CEOs and other managers seeking to improve corporate social responsibility (CSR) and
company ethical performance and to anticipate conflicts as well as to leverage for future research.
Keywords: moral tone; moral reasoning; discourse analyze; CEO letter; CEO; automotive
industry; CSR

1. Introduction
The power and influence of CEOs (Chief Executive Officers) have grown in recent decades, in
some cases contributing to the collapse of companies and to the financial crisis. Thus, the moral
integrity of CEOs is under constant scrutiny [1]. The moral obligation that business has to society is
stressed by corporate social responsibility (CSR) [2], while corporate social responsibility is strongly
influenced by top-level managers [3].
Treviño and Brown [4] defined the role of a leader as that of a moral manager whose proactive
efforts may both positively and negatively influence the behaviors of their followers. Along the same
vein, Trevino et al. [5] related the effectiveness of ethical management with the communication of the
importance of ethical standards. In all, Weber concluded that there is an expanded view of moral
leadership: “leaders must be individuals of moral character, as well as people-oriented leaders who
communicate the importance of good values to the firm” [6] (p. 168).
The automotive industry is striving to be more sustainable [7–9]. It is one of the most globalized
sectors in the world with a highly dynamic market, increasing competition, and huge price and cost
pressure. It is immersed at a crossroads with a deep transformational challenge towards cleaner
energies ahead with new forms of mobility lurking and society being more and more aware of its
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side effects. It must become vigilant and demanding with tightened up regulations to fight global
climate change.
Recent scandals in the automotive industry have redoubled the interest in this sector. In 2014,
authorities began to report discrepancies in emission tests, starting with the Volkswagen Group
(VW) [10], who were using a defeat device in diesel engines to cheat emission tests. They pleaded guilty
and were condemned to pay a high fine, and the CEO and other former executives were sentenced to
prison. Meanwhile, other main players, such as FCA, PSA, Nissan, Renault, Daimler, Ford, and Suzuki,
have been caught, or suspected of, carrying out similar practices. Along the same vein, three of the
main German car manufacturing groups (Daimler, BMW, and VW) are being accused of a rollout of
emission cleaning technology, and the Renault and Nissan’s CEO for the last years is facing problems
with justice at present. Indeed, most of the top car manufacturers have been related, in one way or
another, to unethical practices, especially over the last five years.
The related body of literature provides evidence of the influence of CEO discourse and moral
reasoning on CSR and overall company ethical values, which may be decisive in the avoidance of
questionable practices and scandals affecting sectors such as the automotive industry. However, there
is a scarcity of research focused on the assessment of CEO moral reasoning in their discourse in
such sectors. This paper aims to fill this gap. Through the analysis of letters written by CEOs in
annual and sustainability reports, our research strives to attain a diagnosis of the moral reasoning of
CEOs leading the main automotive firms over the last years, as well as the extent to which the moral
reasoning of CEOs is evolving and redressing, the diversity of such evolution depending on different
factors, the relationship between moral reasoning and ethical behavior and scandals, and the degree to
which scandals and other issues influence and shape the discourse of CEOs. In connection to this, we
introduce a new concept—”tone ‘into’ the top”. For such purposes, several hypotheses are established
and tested. We also provide clues to enhance the performance of top managers and open new lines
of research.
This paper is structured as follows: After this introduction, Section 2 provides a review of the
relevant literature and develops the research hypothesis. Section 3 explains the data and methodology
applied in our research. Section 4 presents the results and discussion. Finally, conclusions are shown
in Section 5.
2. Literature Discussion
2.1. The Role and Influence of CEOs
The literature emphasizes the role and influence of CEOs from different perspectives in terms of an
organization’s core values and decision-making processes, stakeholders and society, CSR policies, etc.
The CEO is the most important leader of a company as they play a central role in top management [11].
Senior management has the potential to create mental settings in their organization by embedding their
beliefs, values, and assumptions in their organizational culture, and CEOs have gained power and
influence over the years [1]. Schein [12] stated that leaders play a key role in shaping and controlling
organizational culture. Leader behavior influences the ethical culture of an organization [13–15].
Leaders represent relevant role models and guides for their followers [4], and followers tend to imitate
their leaders, whether their influence is good or bad [16–18]. Leader’s ethics shape their workplace
decision-making processes [19–21].
The influence of CEOs is not just circumscribed to their organization. They are exposed to the
stakeholders and society in general, and they fulfill a promotional function for the company [22]. Apart
from their obvious role in transmitting the image of an economically successful company, the need to
present their companies as socially responsible has increasingly grown in the last decades. The impulse
from top to bottom and sustainability communication are two of the key success factors identified by
Colsman [23] on the implementation of a corporate sustainability program. CSR has become a strategic
tool for CEOs [24]. CSR is strongly influenced by top-level managers [3], while the CSR engagement
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of companies positively influences stakeholders’ attitudes and behavioral intentions as well as their
corporate image and reputation [25]. Socially responsible organizations are perceived as ethical [26].
Dennis et al. [27] stated that CEOs engage in philanthropy because they want to obtain legitimacy
from influential stakeholders and make society a better place. Moreover, Connor [28] showed the
importance of leaders in a company in the process of gaining, maintaining, and rebuilding trust, while
Wang and Wanjek [29] explained the managerial implications of handling the post-crisis reputation of
the Volkswagen emissions scandal. In some cases, CEOs may also promote greenwashing practices
that are not necessarily successful in achieving their purpose [30]. Hence, the literature has widely
recognized CEOs’ strong leverage over their own organizations, stakeholders, and society.
2.2. Moral Reasoning of CEOs
2.2.1. The Concept and Its Implications
Cunningham [31] defined the tone at the top as the shared set of values in an organization
emanating from the most senior executives, which creates an unwritten cultural code. Mahadeo [32]
describes tone at the top as “the ethical (or unethical) atmosphere created in the workplace by the
leadership of an organization”. Amernic et al. [1] highlight that tone at the top offers clues on how
CEOs project themselves to stakeholders. The concept “tone at the top” will be sometimes addressed in
this paper as the “moral tone at the top” to reinforce the aspect of morality or ethics upon its definition.
The importance and usefulness of assessing the moral tone at the top is broadly reflected in the
literature. It has a critical influence on the work environment, integrity, values, moral principles, and
competence of employees [1,33]. Cheng et al. [34] concluded that a leader’s ethics influence their
behaviors. Research such as that by Avolio and Gardner [35] or Brown and Trevino [36] proposes that
an ethical leader’s behavior brings a positive outcome to a CEOs’ performance.
Thoms [37] concluded that ethical integrity in leadership is directly linked to the organizational
moral structure and found a correlation between highly ethical management and business success.
Along the same vein, Johnson [38] found that ethical leadership improves organizational performance
and profitability. Shin et al. [39] and de Luque et al. [40] showed evidence that ethical leadership
enhances organizational performance. Tourish et al. [41] suggested that the tone at the top could be
one of the key factors in leadership’s contribution to a company’s success. D’Aquila and Bean [42]
provided evidence on how leaders are able to foster ethical decisions or, on the contrary, to encourage
unethical responses.
Several studies link CEO ethical leadership to the ethical climate and cultural enhancement [43,44],
and even to the improvement of a firm’s performance under the conditions of a strong corporate ethics
program [45]. Moreover, Akker et al. [46] (p. 116) established that “the more leaders act in ways
followers feel is the appropriate ethical leader behavior, the more that leader will be.” In addition,
Spraggon and Bodolica [47] offered, through their research on relational governance and emotional
self-regulation, an interesting explanation of how moral reasoning may shape governance mechanisms
and help to better understand the decision-making process. The assessment of the moral reasoning of
CEOs is a direct tool to assess the tone at the top, to the point that it is often used indistinctively in
literature [6].
In all, Staicu et al. [48] (p. 81) concluded that the “tone at the top describes and influences the
general business climate within and organization via ethical or non-ethical decision making performed
by the top, and determines to some extent, in turn, the ethical behavior of all the people forming that
organization”. They also inferred that the culture and behavior in an organization can be shaped by
setting the proper tone at the top in order to steer employees in the same and proper direction, and
they exposed evidence of how a poor tone or moral failure at the top may have a decisive influence on
the crisis and collapse of companies, the latter also supported by Arjoon [49] and Argandoña [50].
In order to emphasize the transfer of values into the organization and the environment by the tone
at the top, some authors have coined the term “tone ‘from’ the top” [48,51]. Therefore, the moral tone
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at the top or the moral reasoning of CEOs is of particular interest, especially in terms of its practical
implications, as a shaper of values and behaviors across an organization, as a tool to predict moral
behaviors leading to right or wrong decision-making, and ultimately, as a key factor in a company’s
success or failure.
An assessment of the moral tone at the top and understanding its implications may help CEOs to
consider engaging in programs to enhance their moral reasoning levels. Weber [52] highlighted the
importance of ethical education training for such a purpose. Further studies provided conclusively
beneficial results for students, even following short programs [53,54].
The moral tone at the top gains even more relevance when a company’s performance is contested.
People become more aware of ethical concerns when scandals emerge, and these put the company’s
reputation at serious risk [55]. Beelitz and Merkl-Davies [56] examined the use of CEO discourse
to restore legitimacy after a nuclear power plant incident. Amernic et al. [1] linked the major crises
of companies to a dysfunctional tone at the top. Greenwashing practice is a clear exponent of the
dysfunctional tone at the top. This may negatively influence the whole organization to engage in
unethical practices. Recent scandals in the automotive sector, as a clear consequence of unethical
behaviors, bring ethical concerns into even more focus and strengthen the interest in assessing the
moral tone at the top, particularly in this sector.
2.2.2. Assessing the Moral Reasoning of CEOs: Weber’s Method
Different methodologies have been developed in the literature to assess the moral reasoning of
CEOs. For our research, we apply the method proposed by Weber [57], who adapted the Kohlberg’s
stages of moral development theory to the business organization context to enhance the predictability
of managerial ethical behaviors.
Kohlberg’s is one of the leading theories in the cognitive moral development field. Pettifor et al. [58]
defined moral reasoning or moral judgment as the ways in which individuals define whether a course
of action is morally right, such as by their evaluating different venues of action and taking into account
ethical principles when defining their position about an ethical issue.
Moral reasoning is positively related to moral behaviors [59–61], which is necessary for moral
decision-making [62]. Kohlberg’s theory aims to explain the human reasoning processes and how
individuals tend to evolve to become more advanced in their moral judgments. He considers moral
reasoning as a major element of moral or ethical behaviors. Kohlberg’s theory, originally conceived
by the psychologist Jean Piaget [63] and further developed and enhanced by Lawrence Kohlberg
along with his associates [64–67], holds that moral reasoning has six identifiable development stages,
each more adequate at responding to moral dilemmas than its predecessor. This stage model defines
these stages as being grouped into three levels of morality: pre-conventional, conventional, and
post-conventional. Each level contains two stages, with the second level of each stage representing a
more advanced and organized form of reasoning than the first stage at that level. An overview of this
model is described herein:
(a)

(b)

Pre-conventional level: Individuals show an egocentric orientation toward satisfying personal
needs, ignoring the consequences that this might entail to others. Their obedience to the norms
(laws and regulations) established by the authority is basically motivated by punishment (stage 1)
or by the reward or exchange of favorable criteria (stage 2).
Conventional level: Individuals adhere to commonly held societal conventions, contributing
to the system’s maintenance and the preservation of social order. More attention is paid to
achieving interpersonal harmony and improving relationships, creating a consensus-based culture
in the workplace, living up to the expectations of the group, and fulfilling mutually agreed
obligations [67,68]. In comparison to the pre-conventional level, individuals move from selfish to
concerned with others’ approach [69]. Stage 3 is based on other people’s approval circumscribed
to a workgroup, friend circle, etc., where the main motivation is fear of authority and social
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condemnation. Stage 4 is extended to actions evaluated in terms of laws and social conventions.
Compliance with society and not only the closest group gains relevance.
Post-conventional (principled) level: Individuals make judgments about right and wrong based
on their principles. Although these are not shared by the majority, moral autonomy is achieved.
At stage 5 of the principled level, also known as the “ethics of social contract”, the behavior of
an individual is determined with respect to individual rights, and laws are seen as flexible tools
for improving human purposes. Exceptions to certain rules are possible provided those rules
are not consistent with ones’ personal values or with individual rights and majority interests
or considered to be against the common good or well-being of society. Laws or rules that
are not consistent with the common good are considered morally bad and should be changed.
Individuals at this stage pursue “as much good for as many people as possible”, which is achieved
by the majority. Stage 6, named the universal ethical principle orientation, is identified as the
highest state of functioning and features abstract reasoning and ethical principle universality.
The perspective not only of the majority but of every person or group potentially affected by a
decision is considered.

Kohlberg’s stages of moral development theory have been questioned and criticized by different
researchers [70–73], criticism that, in some cases, helped Kohlberg and other researchers shape and
improve the theory [67]. Furthermore, McCauley et al. [74] and Peterson and Seligman [75] brought
up arguments in favor of this model, relating the impact of leaders’ moral development with their
managerial performance. Moreover, it could be argued that moral reasoning might not necessarily
lead to moral behaviors. However, a correlation was found between how someone scores on the scale
and what their moral behavior is like, this being more responsible, consistent, and predictable from
people at higher levels [76]. In fact, many authors have based their research on Kohlberg’s theory in
recent years for different purposes, among them, Kipper [77], Doyle et al. [78], Morilly [79], Weber [6],
Hoover [80], Frankling [81], Daniels [82], Lin and Ho [83], Galla [84], Hyppolite [85], and Chavez [86].
Moreover, literature relates moral reasoning to leadership performance. Turner et al. [87]
concluded that managers who scored at higher levels of Kohlberg’s moral reasoning scale displayed
greater evidence of transformational leadership behaviors. Orth et al. [88] found that leaders tend to
improve their ability to carry out emotional self-control as they approach the highest level of moral
reasoning, while this emotional self-control is a key ingredient for achieving success [89]. However,
as Caniëls et al. [90] highlighted, the different stages of moral reasoning should not be regarded as
mutually exclusive, but as cumulative sets of governance tools that develop as a manager moves up
the moral reasoning ladder. Furthermore, as Spraggon and Bodolica [47] propose, the moral reasoning
level shown by a CEO is indicative of the type of governance mechanisms, while the higher level of
manager’s moral reasoning may be complemented by lower levels.
As earlier mentioned, Weber [57] devised an adaptation of Kohlberg’s method to the business
organization context. While Kohlberg’s intended to assess the moral reasoning development from
childhood to adulthood, Weber empirically tested an adapted method which eliminated the needless
aspects that could hinder the achievement of results when applying the method to the measurement of
managers’ moral reasoning.
This comprehensive adaptation of an abbreviated scoring guide, presented in the methodology
shown in Section 3.2, Table 2 enables a simpler, yet reliable, system that allows the analysis of written
content to evaluate and categorize the CEOs’ moral language into one of the moral development stages
defined by Kohlberg. Weber did not find a significant difference in the results or reliability when
applying this simplified method.
Weber [6] applied this adapted method to measure the moral reasoning level of CEOs in the
automotive industry with interesting results that will also be contrasted with ours as part of our
research. Kipper [77] also applied this adapted method to a different context with relevant conclusions.
In all, we consider this method to be the most appropriate for the purpose and scope of our research.
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2.2.3. Moral Reasoning in CEOs’ Letters
The CEO’s letter is the most read section [91,92] and one of the most important parts of a company’s
annual report [22,93,94], which is normally included at the beginning of the report. It intends to offer a
broad overview of the company’s performance throughout a year, including additional financial, but
also non-financial, explanations, interpretations, expectations, and future objectives, with a promotional
function by conveying a positive image of the company [22]. It sometimes falls into greenwashing
practices [95] and triggers decision-making on investments or funding. To put it simply, a CEO letter
aims to inform and to persuade.
Trevino et al. [96] exposed that the notion of a moral manager is based on three concepts: modeling
through visible actions, the use of rewards and discipline, and communicating about ethics and values.
The CEO’s letter has a relevant role in sustainable communication, which is one of the main success
factors in CSR. The related body of literature recognizes the CEO’s letter as a rich source to investigate
CSR and the relevance of its rhetoric in communicating their values [6,97–102]. CEO discourse is also
used to gain legitimacy, credibility, and trust from stakeholders [56,97].
CEO discourse is an attempt at creating shared meanings and cultures [1]. The semantics used by
CEOs may reveal important aspects of the CEO’s leadership-through-language [103] and are expected
to discuss or underlie the ethical components in the decision-making processes [4]. The CEO’s letter is
indeed a valuable tool to assess the mindset, values, and ethical aspects of management [1,6,104,105].
The publication of the CEO’s letter is voluntary, and its structure, information content, or rhetoric
is not subject to predetermined rules [102]. Therefore, the moral tone at the top may naturally emerge,
bearing in mind the strict scrutiny of financial analysts, shareholders, regulators, and journalists as the
main constraints [106], as well as society above all.
Either the CEO actually writes the letter in full or with assistance. It is a written document signed
by the CEO. Thus, the CEO takes responsibility for a public and accessible document that is expected
yearly by stakeholders [1,6]. The CEO’s letter is, therefore, a valuable source to assess the moral
reasoning of CEOs.
2.3. Hypothesis
The CEO’s letter is the most read section of annual reports [91,92,94] and is a means to gain
legitimacy, credibility, and trust [97]. A proper tone at the top allows gaining, maintaining, and
rebuilding reputation and trust [28]. Thus, we might expect leaders to use this valuable tool for this
purpose by showing higher ethical values. Moreover, leaders showing higher ethical values are more
prone to represent salient ethical role models for their followers and to attract their attention [107].
Nonetheless, according to Spraggon and Bodolica [47], CEOs cannot stop being individual human
beings and members of an organization, so the adoption of higher ethical values does not imply they
still keep part of their moral reasoning at lower values (i.e., part of the motivation still being to follow
the rules), which are also needed for the governance of the company. Schwartz et al. [108] concluded
that ethical and legal obligations (more related to lower ethical levels) are not mutually exclusive
but reinforce each other. However, higher levels could be expected to be more predominant as they
should be more and more influential on CEOs’ motivations, while lower levels could be expected to be
less emphasized or underlying in their discourse. By reaching higher levels of moral reasoning, we
argue that CEOs will still keep satisfying their needs as individuals, but this will be more based on the
satisfaction in succeeding at offering benefits to society. Therefore, Hypothesis 1 is stated as follows:
Hypothesis 1 (H1). CEOs in the automotive industry tend to show an increasing level of moral reasoning
predominance over the years.
According to stakeholder-driven principle, CSR is seen as a response to external pressure
and scrutiny from stakeholders [109]. The automotive industry, by its own nature, is subject to
above-average exposure to society [6] and to tremendous pressure and scrutiny from society to behave
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more responsibly and become more sustainable, even more so after recent scandals. When scandals
emerge, the reputation of companies is put under risk [55,110,111]. Cagle and Baucus [112] stated
that scandals in business tend to improve moral reasoning since individuals feel that they cannot
ignore the ethical aspects [113]. Scandals in the globalized sector bring a scenario of “high moral
intensity” where moral or ethical considerations gain weight in the decision process [114]. People
invest more time and energy in situations of high moral intensity and use more sophisticated moral
reasoning [114,115]. The automotive sector, owing to its intrinsic characteristics, can be considered a
paradigm of the high moral intensity scenario, even more when scandals or conflicts occur. CEOs could
also be expected to show pretentiously higher ethical values and fake commitment to sustainability
by adopting greenwashing postulates [95,116]. Hence, the authors expect CEOs in the automotive
industry to react and shape their moral reasoning to higher stages with the aim of recovering their
reputation and trust from stakeholders. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 is stated as follows:
Hypothesis 2 (H2). When a company is affected by a scandal, its CEO will be more prone to reacting and
shaping its message to show a higher level of moral reasoning.
Furthermore, Christensen and Kohls [117] proposed that during a crisis in a company, individuals
with a higher level of moral reasoning show greater capacity to make the right ethical decision.
Weber [57] predicted that the assessment of moral reasoning of managers could lead to greater
predictability of managerial and organizational ethical behaviors. Further research follows the same
line [1,33,42,48,118]. Amernic et al. [1] linked major crises of companies to a dysfunctional tone at the
top. This takes us to our third hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3 (H3). When a firm is affected by a scandal, it is more likely to be preceded by CEO moral reasoning
at lower stages.
Likewise, the institutional theory states that political, educational, and cultural factors influence
the CSR approach of companies [119]. Gatti and Seele [98] provided evidence of such influence, but
on the other hand, exposed common CSR trends among companies from the same market sector.
Paul [120] stated that leading companies are expected to establish practices and norms that other firms
might be likely to follow.
Studies indicate that changes are related to adapting to trends, especially in terms of society’s
expectations about the behaviors of firms and the evolution of their economic performance [121]. For
example, Fehre and Weber [122] found that the CEOs of German-listed companies talked less about
CSR, including social issues, in times of crisis.
The automotive market sector, with a growing and persistent globalization scenario, could be
expected to find confluent ethical behaviors over the years, in spite of the political, educational, or
cultural factors of different countries or continents or even factors related to the CEO’s personality or
background. Therefore, our fourth hypothesis is stated as follows:
Hypothesis 4 (H4). CEOs in the automotive industry are more likely to evolve over the years into a more
uniform level of moral reasoning with a lower influence of factors stated by institutional theory.

3. Method
This section presents the data and process followed to test the hypotheses stated in the
previous section.
3.1. Data
We analyzed the moral language used in the CEOs’ letters included in the annual sustainability or
social responsibility reports from the top 15 automotive companies involved in vehicle production in
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the world during 2017 (Table 1), which was the most current ranking found at the beginning of the
research. The reports are publicly available on their websites, thus available for public review and
assessment. The sample provides comprehensive data from companies from America, Europe, and
Asia, all of them being global players.
Table 1. Ranking of companies involved in vehicle production worldwide in 2017.
Rank

Company

Country

Approx. Number of Vehicles
Produced (Millions)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

TOYOTA
VOLKSWAGEN
HYUNDAI
GENERAL MOTORS (GM)
FORD
NISSAN
HONDA
FCA (FIAT-CHRYSLER)
RENAULT
PSA
SUZUKI
SAIC
DAIMLER AG
B.d.-M.-M.W.
GEELY

Japan
Germany
South Korea
EEUU
EEUU
Japan
Japan
Netherlands/Italy
France
France
Japan
China
Germany
Germany
China

10.5
10.4
7.2
6.9
6.4
5.8
5.2
4.6
4.2
3.6
3.3
2.9
2.5
2.5
2

Source: OICA—International Organization of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers.

The time frame criteria were to select the latest available material for each of the chosen companies
by using the available annual reports from 2013 to 2018, which included the two years before the last
wave of scandals started to unfold. The material that served as a basis for this research consists of 90
letters. It was important to analyze the letters from the same period to ensure they were issued under
the same circumstances to be equally comparable. Thus, we were able to compare different companies
from the same sector under the same global context.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to collect data from such an extensive period of time and
a wide range of companies using the hereunder methodology. On the one hand, by examining a period
of several years, we were able to better appraise and modulate the overall tone of each CEO as well as
sense any trend or pattern. On the other hand, we counted on the previous research carried out in the
same sector by Weber [6], to which we will be able to compare our results and findings and see the
evolution in the morality shown by CEOs with an even wider perspective.
In order to consider a CEO’s letter in our study, firstly, it had to be clearly written or dictated by
the top management. Secondly, it had to be written in first-person style (using “I”, “our”, “We” . . . ),
so letters written merely stating descriptive terms were discarded. No letter had to be discarded due to
these constraints. Most letters included a picture of the CEO which further reinforced the idea of them
transmitting their own discourse. Table 4 in Section 4.1 compiles a list of letters and the management
signing them.
3.2. Analysis Methodology
As discussed in the literature review, we used Kohlberg’s stages of moral development theory [67]
further adapted to the business context by Weber [57] as the basis for our research and conducted
a deep assessment of selected CEO letters through close reading. We applied an iterative process
with a qualitative and interpretive approach based on the cycle’s “individual deep review-joint
discussion-joint confirmatory analysis”. The diverse background of the authors granted various
perspectives when analyzing the tests and enhanced the interpretive process in comparison to a single
approach perspective.
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The coding process was carried out in four steps, following the criteria of Weber [6,57] and
Krippendorff [123]. Firstly, one author prepared a matrix in which the rows included a list with the
sentences that appeared in each CEO’s letter while the columns included a list with the indicators for
detecting the stages in those letters (see Table 2). In the second step, the authors signaled the indicators
found in each letter in the matrix. In the third step, coincidences and discrepancies in the coding of
the researchers were checked. In single sentences where only one stage was evident, the coincidences
between researchers accounted for 100%. Even so, these codes were revised again to ensure both
reliability and validity, so there was coincidence and it was at the correct stage [123]. However, doubts
arose in those sentences in which two or three stages could be characterized and where coincidences
were around 75%. For this reason, the last step consisted of re-analyzing these sentences. To do this,
sentences were divided into sections and then checked by the three authors to define what stages
actually appeared in the narrative. In this way, coincidence in these codes was also achieved, assuring
both reliability and validity [123]. Examples of the final coding are shown in Table 3.
Table 2. Guidance for stage assessment.
Stage

Overall Description

#1

Concern over the
consequences of personal
harm

#2

Concern over the
consequences of personal
needs

-Concern for personal
satisfaction
-A sense of duty to oneself

Focus on self-performance or business
Ambition for company or CEO success
Ambition to create or bring value or
opportunities for the company

Concern over the
consequences to an
immediate group

-Concern over personal
relationships with others
-A sense of duty due to how
others will perceive me or my
actions
-Concern over personal integrity,
how I will look to others
-A sense of duty to the
consequences it may have for
others

Focus on stakeholders:
how the company interacts with them
how they perceive the company, seeking
trust-building
show them business and CEO integrity and
ethical behaviors
taking into account their needs, creating
value, or bringing benefits for them

A sense of duty to a
professional responsibility or
group

-A sense of duty due to a
commitment to a code, oath, or
principle
-A sense of duty to a larger
societal group
-Concern for social order and
harmony
-Concern for society’s laws
-Concern over the consequences
to the larger societal group

Explicit commitment, concern,
responsibility, or motivation towards
society and its norms, international
guidelines, agreed principles or
conventions, and human rights beyond
those of immediate stakeholders
Explicit commitment, concern,
responsibility, or motivation to the planet
and environmental protection by fulfilling
the existing normative and guideline
framework
Concern for future generations
Emphasis on ethical behaviors, embedded
culture, and core values
Personal commitment of the CEO by their
own conviction with proactive initiatives
beyond existing norms, guidelines, and
conventions will improve the existing
framework
Aim to create or promote higher standards
and requirements in order to enhance
society, the environment, and the planet

#3

#4

Further Explanation

Indicators or Clues on Letters
Seeking avoidance of punishment

#5

Personally held values or
beliefs of justice, fairness,
rights

-Personally held belief in moral
law, above society’s laws
-A “social contract” to protect
everyone’s rights
-The greatest good for the
greatest number of people
affected

#6

Universal principles of
justice, fairness

-Universal laws governing
behaviors and superseding
society’s laws

Source: Weber [57], plus own contribution in the last column.
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Table 3. Examples of moral reasoning assessment carried out from CEOs’ (chief executive
officers’) letters.
Examples of Stage 1:

Not Found
“Above all, new trends and new technologies ultimately mean one thing: new
business opportunities”. (Volkswagen, 2014)
This sentence refers to Stage 2, as the main focus is on business
performance.

Examples of Stage 2:

“By including sustainability considerations in all our business decisions, we
create added value for the company.” (BMW, 2014)
This sentence refers to Stage 2, as the ultimate motivation of
sustainability considerations is creating value for the company.
“We believe that sustainable action makes our business model more competitive
and secures our company’s future growth” (BMW, 2014) and “The
sustainability of our performance, in terms of growth and profit, will be the
main objective”. (Renault, 2016)
These two sentences refer to Stage 2, as the focus is on self-performance.
“Everyone at VW is working most diligently and with great commitment to
rebuild the high esteem this Group rightly enjoyed for so long.” (Volkswagen,
2015)
This sentence refers to Stage 3—cleaning up the company’s image, trying
to recuperate trust, and focusing on how others perceive the company.

Examples of Stage 3:

“When we talk about openness, we also mean that we intend to pay even greater
attention to how our stakeholders, as well as outside experts, view our work.”
(Volkswagen, 2016)
This refers to Stage 3, as it focuses on stakeholders and how they
perceive the business.
“Over the last year, Volkswagen also substantially extended the Company”s
voluntary commitment to behave ethically and with integrity.” (Volkswagen,
2016)
Stage 3, intending to show integrity and ethical behaviors.
“We also aim to offer our employees an inclusive work environment, where
everyone feels respected and valued”. (FCA, 2018)
Stage 3, taking into account stakeholders’ needs.

Example of Stage 2 and Stage 3
Combined:

“Our ambition is to create lasting value: for the company, its employees and
shareholders, but also for the countries and regions in which we operate.”
(Volkswagen, 2013)
This sentence indicates Stage 2 (ambition to create value for the
company) along with Stage 3 (create value for stakeholders, consider
their needs).
“We want to use our engineering and technological expertise to help solve some
of today’s most urgent social, environmental, and safety challenges”. (Nissan,
2016)
Stage 4, concern for society, the environment, and safety.

Examples of Stage 4:

“The Volkswagen Group feels committed to sharing this joint responsibility for
our planet. Environmental and climate protection are guiding principles of our
actions” and “For us as carmakers, climate protection is particularly relevant
. . . Our goal is emission-free mobility . . . (Volkswagen, 2018)
Stage 4, caring for the planet and environmental and climate protection.
“We understand that society’s expectations of Honda are shifting towards a
long term, sustainability-focused perspective. In response to these changes...”
(Honda, 2014)
Stage 4, reactive role to society’s expectations.
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Table 3. Cont.
Examples of Stage 1:

Not Found

Example of Stage 3 and 4
Combined:

“One idea, which runs like a red thread through the answers to all these
questions, is that our responsibility does not end at the doors of our offices or the
gates of our plants. Because we can only ‘take care of everybody’ if we think of
our customers, employees, shareholders, and business partners, as well as our
environment and society as a whole!”. (Daimler, 2013)
This paragraph refers to Stage 3 (take care of stakeholders) and Stage 4
(take care of the environment and society as a whole).

Example of Stage 2, 3 and 4
Combined:

“Changes create not only opportunities but also new responsibilities, which we
are emphatically taking on. In all our activities, we behave with integrity and
take the effects on society and the environment into account. Among the
important guidelines for these activities are principles laid down in the UN
Global Compact...” (Daimler, 2016)
This paragraph refers to a combination of Stages 2 (bring opportunities
for the company), 3 (showing integrity), and 4 (concern for society and
the environment and international guidelines).

Examples of Stage 5:

“I would like to underline the Group’s commitment to business ethics that are
universally applied and adhered to”. (PSA, 2015)
This sentence denotes Stage 5, emphasis and commitment on ethical
values.
“We developed a brand new protocol to measure these emissions, thus
demonstrating that business and civil society can work together in the common
interest”. (PSA, 2016)
This sentence indicates Stage 5, the creation of higher requirements to
enhance the environment.
“Group PSA teams relentlessly question all models and ways of working by
considering all the stages of the life cycle of our products . . . ” (PSA, 2017)
This paragraph denotes Stage 5, proactive initiatives beyond existing
conventions.
“ . . . we must look beyond existing frameworks, rally like-minded partners, and
leverage our respective strengths as we continually take on the future; “As we
look to the future, we know we can do even more around the world . . . We will
continue to urge the U.S. to collaborate globally to advance climate change . . .
we have challenged ourselves to go further by setting stretch goals to reduce
climate-related impacts in our facilities.” (TOYOTA, 2018)
This paragraph indicates Stage 5, proactive initiatives beyond existing
rules, seeking common interest.
“Innovation is in our DNA; it imposes the rigor of a scientific approach in the
search for the most efficient solutions to serve the greatest number.” (PSA, 2017)
This sentence indicates Stage 5, a proactive focus on achieving the good
for the greatest number.

Examples of Stage 6:

Not found
Source: Letters in Annual Reports plus own contribution.

In Table 3, we provide examples of the moral reasoning assessment carried out based on letters
with an explanation under each extract:
On the other side, we made an assessment of each letter as a whole with the aim of complementing
the first approach. We intended to better identify and screen CEO communicative intentions [124]
from the actual message and overall moral tone conveyed. We considered factors such as the degree of
repetition or reiteration of certain ideas or messages and the relative weight and emphasis of different
contents within the letter and evaluated the extent to which certain argumentation undermined or
reinforced other contents. For example, we looked for contradictions between well-sounding slogans
or mottos and other contents in the letter.
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The last step was to share our separate findings and judgments and discuss them to enrich each
other’s views to reach a final consensus on the overall categorization of the stage(s). In the case of
divergence found in the interpretation, the plan was to discuss it together with the scoring system taken
for reference. In general, the degree of coincidence was complete after discussing and complementing
individual views. In any case, through this qualitative approach, we were not looking for an exact
figure but for the overall stage(s) identification.
4. Results
In this section, we depict the results of the evaluation of the CEOs’ letters by the company
throughout the six years of analysis and discuss relevant aspects found in relation to our
research questions.
4.1. Letter Assessment
Most letters from the same company presented a similar structure and even content over the years.
It became evident that a template is often used and certain ideas, slogans or mottos are repeated, even
when changing the CEO.
In most cases, the CEO issued the letter alone. In other cases, the CEO and chairman issued the
letter either separately or together and seldom included directors or members of the Sustainability
Board. Only one of the CEOs was a woman (GM), and a couple of women co-signed some letters.
In Table 4, we list the name(s) of the management signing the letters, and the stage categorization
result for each letter. We also add notes pointing out the continuity of CEO from 2009 to 2013 and
highlighting some relevant confirmed scandals. Other companies, such as GM, PSA, Daimler, or BMW,
have been recently questioned, but facts have not been proven or are just starting to be revealed.
Table 4. Summary of CEOs and other top executives signing the letters with stage categorization
and scandals.
Company

2013

2014

2015

Volkswagen

Mr. Martin
Winterkom 1 +
Mr. Bernd
Osterloh

Mr. Martin
Winterkom

Mr. Matthias
Müller 2

Stages

2/3

2

3

BMW

Mr. Norbert Reithofer 1

Stages

2

2

3/4

2/3

2/3/4

PSA

Mr. Philippe
Varin

3/4

2/3/4

Stages

2/3

2/3/4

2/3/4

4/5

2/3

2/3

2/3/4

2/3
Mr. Mike
Manley

2/3/4

2/3/4

2/3

4/5

4/5

2/3

2/3

2/3

4

4

4

2/3/4

2/3/4

4/5

4/5

4/5

2/3

Mr. Carlos Ghosn
4

1,6

Mr. Hiroto Sikawa

4

Mr. Takanobu Ito
2/3

Mr. J. Hachigo

3/4

3/4

3/4
Mr. Akio Toyota

Toyota

Stages

2/3/4
4

4/5

2/3

4

Honda

Stages

2/3

Mr. Carlos Ghosn 1,5

Nissan

Suzuki

2/3/4

Mr. Carlos Tavares

Renault

Stages

2/3

2/3

Mr. Sergio Marchionne

Stages

Stages

Mr. Herber
Diess 3

Mr. Matthias Müller

3

2018

Mr. Harald Krüger

FCA

Stages

2017

Mr. Dieter Zetche 1 + changing members of the Sustainability Board

Daimler
Stages

2016

4

4

Mr. Osamu Suzuki +
3/4

3
4

3/4

4

4

members of board 7
3/4

Mr. Toshihiro Suzuki
2/3

2/3

2/3
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Table 4. Cont.
Company

2013

2014

Mr. Mong-Koo Chung

Hyundai
Stages

2/3/4

2/3/4

Saic Motor

Mr. Hu
Maoyuan (no
letter, we took
“Boards
discussion”)

Mr. Cheng
Hong (no letter,
we took “Boards
discussion”)

Stages

2/3

2/3

2015

2016

Mr. Choong Ho
Kim
3/4

2/3

Ford

Mr. Alan
Mulally (CEO)
1 Mr William
Clay (executive
chairman)

Mr. Alan
Mulally (CEO)
Mr William Clay
(executive
chairman)

Stages

2/3/4
3/4/5

2/3/4
3/4/5

General Motors

Mr. Dan
Akerson

Stages

no report found

3/4

no report found

Mr. Cheng
Hong (no letter,
we took “Boards
discussion”)

Mr. Cheng
Hong

2/3

2/3

no report found

2/3/4

2/3

2/3

Mr. Cheng Hong

2/3
Mr. Li Shufu

2/3

2/3/4

1

Mr. Mark Fields (CEO) +Mr.
William Claim (executive chairman)

3/4/5

2018

Mr. Won Hee Lee

3/4

Geely
Stages

2017

Mr. Jim Jacket+Mr. William Claim
(executive chairman)

3/4/5

4–5

4–5

2/3/4

2/3/4

Ms. Mary Barra
3

2/3/4

2/3/4/5

1

Same CEO as in 2009; 2 VWs 2015 diesel gate scandal. Chairman resigned; 3 VWs 2017 chairman prosecution;
4 FCA 2017 defeat device programming on emissions testing; 5 Renault 2016 recall for emission testing and
fixing; 6 Nissan 2017 falsifying test data + non-authorized workers extending certifications; 7 Suzuki 2016 wrong
fuel-economy testing method. Chairman resigned. Source: CEO letters and compilation of news from the global
press (several sources).

In Table 5, we compile the results of our research in terms of the moral reasoning scoring of CEOs
at the beginning and at the end of our period of analysis. For a broader perspective in time, we also
include the results obtained by Weber [6], who analyzed the moral reasoning of letters from 2008/2009
using a similar approach. In Figure 1, we represent the frequencies of each stage. We have grouped the
results every two years with the aim of reducing the bias related to a particular year:
Table 5. Moral reasoning scores grouped every two years.

VW
GERMANY

FRANCE-ITALY

JAPAN-KOREA

CHINA

EEUU

2008/2009

2013/2014

2017/2018

2

2/3

2/3/4

BMW

2

2

2/3/4

DAIMLER

4

3/4

2/3

FCA

2

2/3/4

2/3

RENAULT

–

2/3

2/3

PSA

2/3

2/3

4/5

NISSAN

2/3

4

4

HONDA

4

2/3/4

2/3/4

TOYOTA

3/4

4

4/5

SUZUKI

–

3/4

2/3

HYUNDAI

2/3

2/3/4

3/4

SAIC

–

2/3

2/3

GEELY

–

2/3

2/3

FORD

2

2/3/4/5

4/5

GM

2

2/3/4

2/3/4

Source: Own elaboration from the analysis of CEO letters.

CHINA

EEUU

GEELY

–

2/3

2/3

FORD

2

2/3/4/5

4/5

GM

2

2/3/4

2/3/4
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Source. Own elaboration from the analysis of CEO letters.

Stages frequency
Case 1: 15 companies

%

Stages frequency
Case 2: 11 companies

100
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%
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0

0
Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

2008/2009

2013/2014

2017/2018

Stage 2
2008/2009

Stage 3
2013/2014

Stage 4

Stage 5

2017/2018

Figure 1. Frequencies of moral reasoning scores grouped every two years. Case 1, 15 companies from
our research. Case 2, 11 companies from Weber’s research [6]. Source. Own source.

4.2. Discussion of Joint Results
4.2.1. Introduction
We observed a good number of changes in CEOs over our period of analysis, some of them as a
result of scandals (Volkswagen, Suzuki). During the period 2013–2018, only three companies out of 15
kept the same CEO, whereas six out of the 15 companies kept the same CEO in the period 2009–2013.
During our period of analysis, Nissan was controlled by Renault, and the letters of Renault and
Nissan from 2013 to 2016 were addressed by Carlos Ghosn, which offered us a singular opportunity to
confront the moral tone shown by the same manager in the two companies. Remarkably, we found
a different moral reasoning stage when comparing Nissan with Renault. In spite of the emphasis
and reiterations of good intentions in Nissan letters over the years, we found a couple of extracts,
one from a 2015 letter and one from 2014 with part of stage 2. In both paragraphs, we were able to
identify the nearly hidden motivation of self-interest that was more clearly and consistently evidenced
in Renault’s discourses.
Regarding Ford, during the years 2013 and 2014, the CEO and the chairman presented their letters
separately, which gave us a good opportunity to compare their moral reasoning under the same context.
From 2015 onwards, coinciding with the beginning of scandals, the letters were co-signed by both the
CEO and the chairman.
4.2.2. Hypothesis 1
As stated by Spraggon and Bodolica [47], the adoption of higher ethical values does not necessarily
imply the absence of lower stages. The consequences of the financial crisis were still latent especially
during 2013 with a slight trend to lose impact, which could explain the evolution of stage 2. In any
case, we might interpret a trend towards higher stages of moral reasoning. At present, none of the
management analyzed showed moral reasoning purely at the pre-conventional level (stage 2), which
was the case for nearly 50% of companies in 2008/2009. We can argue that 40% of companies still
showed stages not above 2/3 in 2017/2018, but this percentage was above 70% by 2008/2009. If we
look at the higher stages, there was a noticeable increase in CEO reasoning at principle level stage
4, especially between 2008/2009 and 2013/2014. Furthermore, in 2013/2014, we started to see some
glimpses of stage 5, while in 2017/2018, nearly 30% of companies were consistently showing the
post-conventional level of moral reasoning. Thus, in relation to the first hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1 (H1). CEOs in the automotive industry tend to show an increasing level of moral reasoning
predominance over the years.
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While some companies evolved positively (PSA, Toyota, Ford . . . ) and others remained steady
(Renault, Saic, Geely . . . ) or even experience some setback (Daimler, Suzuki . . . ), we found, on average,
as predicted, a generally positive trend in the sector, progressing towards higher conventional and
even postconventional levels, thus contributing to gaining reputation and trust [28]. Therefore, H1 can
be confirmed.
From the results, while testing this first hypothesis, we found relevant implications. Taking into
account the evidence found in the literature of the positive effects of highly ethical management [37–41],
managers could track the evolution of their own moral reasoning scores over time and compare them
with those of their competitors as well as become more aware of their transmitted ethical level, also
considering their influence on ethical decisions [42] and on building an ethical climate and enhancing
their company’s culture [43,44,48].
4.2.3. Hypothesis 2
Moreover, concerning our second hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2 (H2). When a company is affected by a scandal, its CEO will be more prone to reacting and
shaping its message to show a higher level of moral reasoning.
We found that the context may clearly influence the discourse and moral reasoning of CEOs.
Immediately after the Volkswagen scandal, the new CEO eliminated from its discourse any mention
of business performance (Stage 2) and showed an increased emphasis and focus on stakeholders,
particularly in terms of highlighting the integrity of the firm, trying to keep or regain reputation,
intentional greenwashing [95], and seeking customer trust and loyalty (Stage 3). Letters are used
intentionally for such purposes, as proposed by de-Miguel-Molina [97] or Connor [28], since after a
scandal, the reputation of a company is put at risk [55]. In the case of Suzuki, the subsequent change in
chairman also involved some increase in moral reasoning, whereas in the case of Nissan, the moral
tone remained at a similar stage, as it did with Renault. Probably the change was not noticeable in the
last cases due to the lower repercussions of the issue (Renault) or because the moral tone reasoning
was already at a relatively high level (stage 4—Nissan). Thus, we may conclude that H2 tends to be
accomplished with a greater or lesser incidence depending on the magnitude of the scandal and the
level of moral reasoning prior to the scandal. Through this second hypothesis, we bring new evidence
on the reactive role of CEOs in shaping their discourse and showing higher levels of moral reasoning
at different degrees depending on the intensity of the scandal with a greater influence when coming
from lower scores.
We could also infer that the financial crisis influenced the moral reasoning shown at different
periods in time. For example, especially during 2013, with the echoes of the crisis, we found a
remarkable emphasis on business performance and economic results, which, in most cases, has lost
weight over the years or even disappeared.
4.2.4. Hypothesis 3
In relation to our third hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3 (H3). When a firm is affected by a scandal, it is more likely to be preceded by CEO moral reasoning
at lower stages.
At first sight, there was no clear relationship between the moral tone at the top and the appearance
of scandals, at least when we looked at the short–immediate term.
When analyzing the three companies with the highest moral reasoning scores (stages 4/5) at
present, we only found Toyota to be free of suspicion of unethical practices, whereas PSA’s emission
tests were contested during 2017 (facts not proven), and Ford has recently been under investigation
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for some anomalies in the modeling of emission tests. Thus, higher stages of moral reasoning do
not necessarily guarantee or involve ethical behaviors, or at least this is hard to prove under such
an approach.
However, when looking with a greater perspective, we can see that Toyota was the only one
scoring relatively and consistently high in terms of moral reasoning, both 10 and 5 years ago, whereas
Ford and PSA came from lower stages. The same happened with FCA, which had low scores years
ago. It could be argued that lower stages of moral reasoning may have an impact on the organization
over time, and this footprint may appear or be revealed a while later.
VW’s evidence is more latent. We easily identified consistent lower stages of moral reasoning
of the CEO during the years prior to the scandal. During the two immediate years after the scandal,
the moral reasoning was mostly focused at stage 3, eliminating self-focus, in order to show integrity
and with the will to get the stakeholders’ trust back. Since 2017, the discourse has resumed its focus
on business performance while keeping its attention on stakeholders. This is an example of how
circumstances may shape the tone at the top. Nonetheless, the moral reasoning of CEOs is a relevant
factor that is sure to be assessed along with other elements to predict a crisis or scandal in a company.
We can infer further evidence by looking at the case of a possible rollout of emission cleaning
technology affecting the German companies in our research, since we observed that they come from
relative low CEO scores over the years.
In all, in line with previous research [1,48,57], we may confirm our third hypothesis, with the
additional consideration that the CEO’s moral tone footprint endures over time.
In general, it is clear that the evolution of the moral reasoning of CEOs is not effective or quick
enough for the extinction of new scandals looming over previous years and at present.
This third hypothesis confirms a connection between the lower levels of moral reasoning of CEOs
and scandals and may help them become more aware of the importance of showing higher ethical
values to influence the organization positively, in line with Staicu et al. [48], and to prevent scandals
and crises, as predicted by Amernic et al. [1].
4.2.5. Hypothesis 4
Finally, with regard to our fourth Hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4 (H4). CEOs in the automotive industry are more likely to evolve over the years into a more
uniform level of moral reasoning, with less influence of factors stated by institutional theory.
Here the Hypothesis cannot be proven. As shown in Table 5, comparing 2013/2014 vs. 2017/2018,
looking at companies individually, we found great gaps in the scores, from 2/3 to 4/5, without clear
geographical or cultural patterns that could explain them. There are also significant differences among
regions, with China showing consistently lower scores, which continue to the present day. On average,
the European and American companies are evolving towards higher levels, while Asian companies
remain steady, although this is hard to assess since there are no clear patterns when looking individually
at each company.
As per the evidence found, in some cases, a change in CEO involves a clear change of the moral
tone at the top (PSA from 2013 to 2014, BMW from 2014 to 2015, FCA from 2017 to 2018, Suzuki from
2015 to 2016). In other cases, either the companies themselves are more influential at shaping the
discourse of the CEO, or the CEO adapts his discourse to the corporate culture and values of the
company. Carlos Gohsn, being the CEO of Nissan and Renault during the period 2013–2016 is the most
flagrant case, showing different stages of moral reasoning depending on the company. In addition,
companies like Hyundai, Nissan, or Honda presented changes in CEO without noticeable changes in
their tones, at least in the short term. In the case of Honda, the moral tone at the top only remained
unchanged for two years. Finally, the context (i.e., VW scandal) alters the discourse and the moral
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reasoning, although in this case, it may be circumstantial, for a limited period of time of two years in
the case of VW.
Under this background, it is difficult to foresee a more uniform level of moral reasoning, although,
as seen before, there is a certain general trend towards embracing higher stages.
Moreover, we found several examples showing that when letters are co-signed by other members
of the top management, the moral reasoning score is higher. The co-signed letter of VW 2013 showed a
balanced combination of stages 2 and 3, while one year later, the letter just signed by the same CEO was
merely at stage 2. Something similar happened in the case of Suzuki. During the years 2013 to 2015,
the letters were co-signed, and the score was at stages 3–4, whereas from 2016 onwards, coinciding
with a change in CEO, the letters were found to be at stages 2–3 only. In Suzuki’s case, the mere fact
that the new CEO removes other members of the top management from the letter might be indicative
of a more individualistic behavior, and so it could also explain the lower level of moral reasoning
shown. In the case of Ford, from 2015 onwards, coinciding with the change of its CEO, the letters are
co-signed by CEO and chairman, whereas previously they wrote separate letters. Together, moral tone
was more assimilated to the one showing a moral tone at higher stages. Again, this could be explained
by a less individualistic approach of the CEO and chairman.
In all, the outcome obtained through the testing of our last hypothesis is that, in spite of extended
globalization and the trend that leading companies set practices and norms that other firms might
follow, noted by Paul [120], factors, such as those stated by the institutional theory, appear to carry
relevant weight in terms of the moral reasoning of CEOs, as found by Matten and Moon [119] in
relation to the CSR approach of companies.
5. Conclusions
This paper aimed to assess the moral tone reasoning trends of CEOs in the automotive industry
by gauging its relation to ethical behaviors and scandals as well as analyzing the influence of scandals
and other factors on the CEOs’ moral tone reasoning. For this purpose, we applied Weber’s method to
the CEO letters in the annual reports of the top 15 automotive companies in vehicle production in 2017
for the period between 2013 and 2018. After the introduction, we developed an extensive literature
review that led us to our research hypothesis and methodology. Then, we carried out an assessment of
the moral reasoning stages of each letter and dissected and analyzed the outcomes.
From the results obtained, we may infer several relevant conclusions and findings. The first one
is that, at present, most top automotive company CEOs are operating at the conventional level of
moral reasoning, with some of them getting closer to the desirable post-conventional reasoning level,
although nearly half of them have still not reached stage 4.
Secondly, when compared with the results of Weber [6], we observed a certain trend to attain
higher stages of CEO moral reasoning, which should be a positive sign, although this was quite variable
depending on the individual companies. Contrary to the results from Weber and Gillespie [125] and
Weber [6] that placed most firm managers at stages 2 or 3 only, at present, the percentage of the sample
taken has dropped to 40%. If we remove the two Chinese companies from the equation, the results are
even more encouraging. Furthermore, the overall positive trend could lead to further positive global
feedback, since leading companies, such as the automotive ones, may be expected to establish practices
and norms that other firms might be likely to follow [120].
However, the scandals and suspicions globally affecting the automotive sector show that there is
still some way to go, and further complementary approaches should be considered when seeking a
way to predict the ethical behaviors of companies or foresee potential problems. It appears evident
that the rise in moral tone apparently shown in the letters of CEOs has not resulted in higher ethical
behavior in some cases, at least in the short term.
Moreover, as a third important conclusion, we noticed that the moral reasoning shown is not
exclusively inherent to the CEO in question but is also influenced by the context (company values,
scandals, external pressures, economic situation, etc.), and CEOs may intentionally modulate their
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discourse and moral reasoning, in line with Hyland [22], i.e., through greenwashing intention [95].
In addition, we found several cases that led us to think about a positive correlation between higher
or lower stages of moral reasoning and a higher or lower ethical performance of the company, as
predicted in our literature review, especially when adopting a broader perspective in time and not
just the short term. It is reasonable to presume that any bad behaviors revealed at present may be
the consequence of inappropriate ethical behaviors a while ago. Thus, it is important to consider a
sufficient period of time in this type of analysis.
Last but not least, one of the collateral and significant outcomes of this research is that
complementary to the extended convention that CEOs are decisive in influencing the culture and
values in a company [1,33,48], the values embedded in a company may also decisively influence
the moral tone of CEOs. This is clearly evidenced in the discourse of Carlos Ghosn, who adopted a
different tone in his letters depending on the company he was leading (Renault or Nissan). We could
also infer this from the cases where a new CEO did not change the discourse, although this process
may be progressive and may need a certain period of time for each context, as evidenced in the case of
Honda, where a new CEO started to reshape the discourse only after two years.
When we recall the definition of the tone at the top as a shared set of values in an organization
emanating from the most senior executives which creates an unwritten cultural code [31], we can add
that such a set of values may be deeply rooted in a company in such a way that the CEO may fit
more into them rather than permeating the company with their own values. We argue that the moral
reasoning of a CEO might be reshaped to a greater or lesser extent depending on different factors, such
as management resilience, empathy, power over the board of directors, time in the company or at
management, stakeholders’ pressure, etc. It is reasonable to think that there is not a fixed pattern for
this interaction, and it will all depend on each context and a confluence of factors.
Following the analogy of “tone ‘from’ the top” [48,51], we coined the concept “tone ‘into’ the top”
to reflect how the organizational core values or factors, such as scandals or crises, may modulate the
CEO discourse and moral reasoning shown.
These findings, along with the implications of showing a certain stage of moral reasoning or moral
tone at the top, may be taken into account by companies in the sector to seek how to enhance their
overall performance and as a criterion to anticipate possible conflicts as well as a tool of assessment
when appointing a top manager.
With regard to CEOs, the results may be of interest in order for them to become more aware of
their moral reasoning and its consequences as a starting point to improve their own performance
and message for the benefit of their companies, stakeholders, and society and, also, to consider the
possibility to enroll in education programs for ethical level enhancement, the usefulness of which was
noted by Weber [52], among others. Research on the existing moral tone at the top and its relevance
may also encourage governments and business schools to promote or reinforce education in business
ethics. In this direction, Pandey et al. [126] showed how education in mindfulness may have a positive
impact on moral reasoning.
Limitations and Future Scope of Research
The qualitative assessment carried out involved unavoidable subjectivity and bias, and this
obviously may have had an impact on the results. However, it was considered by the authors to be a
fair enough way to identify patterns and trends and to obtain revealing conclusions.
This research was based on the written communication of CEOs and not their performance.
Staicu et al. [48] highlighted that it is important for leaders to not only express the values of the
company but also to set an example with their own actions. Moreover, there is the possibility that
some CEOs might be aware of the importance of presenting themselves to have high moral principles,
which could intentionally affect their discourse in their letters. Bryce [127] exposed how a CEO with
high knowledge about moral principles may use it for their own interest. We also found some further
evidence of this in our research. Future studies could investigate the relationship between CEOs’ moral
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discourse and crises or conflicts with stakeholders or society over time under different contexts, and
we could also propose ways to test their message against their actual performance.
Another opened research avenue is the assessment of how the company and the CEO or top
management interact and influence each other to create or reshape a set of values over time, which are
the mechanisms and the factors for this process. The conceptual framework developed by Kulkarni
and Ramamoorthy [128] may be of great support for this mission.
Finally, this methodology of research could be broadened to a wider range of companies in the
sector and a longer time frame and could also be applied to other sectors with similar or different
contexts to gather further findings and conclusions.
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